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1 Round : Aptitude Test (40 Questions)

1. amar,akbar,antony eat lunch at the same restaurant everyday.if
amar  orders a dosa,then akbar also orders adosa.either akbar or
antony always orders a dosa,but never at the same lunch.either
amar or antony or both order a dosa.if antony ordes a dosa ,then
amar also orders a dosa.youy can conclude that:
a.amar, akbar,antony always order adosa.
b.amar and antony sometimes order a dosa,akbar never does.
c.amar and akbar always order a dosa,antony never does.(ANS)
d.amar and antony always order adosa,akbar never does.

2. 12.ramesh,ram,kareem and mohan collected coins of different
countries.they collected 100 together.none collected less than
10.each collected an even number.each collected a different
number.based on these,we can say that the number of coins
collected by the boy who collected the most could not have
exceeded
a.54    b.64(ans)    c.58    d.60

3. 13. let p,q,r and s be four statementssuch that:
if p is true, then q is true;
if q is true,then r is true and
if s is true,then at least one of q and r is false.
then it follows that:
a. if p is true then s is false.(ans)
b. if s is falsae both q and r are true.
c. if at least one of q and r is false then s is false.
d. if q is true then s is true.

4. 14.players a to z play a league match in which every player plays
a match against every other player. a win earns 2 points,a draw 1
point and loss 0 points.there were no draws,and no two players had
the same total points.the rank list of the players happens to be
the alphabetical list itself.which of the following statement is
true?
a.n wins over m        b.m wins over n(ans)
c. m did not play against n    d.none

5. a man and a woman, walking together start out by boyh taking a
step with the left foot.in order to keep together, the man whose
stride is longer,takes two steps while the woman takes three.how
many steps will the woman have taken they are both about to step
out on the right foot for the first time together?
 Ans: Never

6. If x + 1/x = 3 than x2 + t/x2 = ? Ans. 7

7. A circle has radius 20 cm. If we cut 4 circle with radius of 5 cm than ? will be the area of circle left..?

8. Five no. r given 2, 3, 5, 8, 7 .. how many no will be divisible by 125....?

9. How many no between 1 - 100 which will be divisible by 2 or 3 ..

10. No. like _ _ A _ _ _ B _ _ divisible by some no... than ? will be the value of A & B. (Sorry for exact data, it's not in mind)

11. A & B have few suitcases. If A give 1 suitcase to B than A will have half the suitcase B have. If B give a suitcase to A than the 
no of suitcase with A & B will be equal...How many suitcase A & B have..?

Ans. A=5,B=7

2 Round-- Technical Paper( VB/ASP) 15 questions Multiple choice and 10 questions true/false based

 VB-> They completly focused on ActiveX dll and Exe n 2 questions based on Provider n drive based..related to Data Base 
connectivity. VB, questions are little bit though.. Go through Multithreading concept when u r designing OCX or ActiveX 
Cotrols... than in that case u r setting the properties..by clicking

  Project Menu-->Project Properties-->general tab... u'll find a properties there..which is related to Threading... go through that... 
and Instanciating properties....also...

 ASP-> Regarding ASP questions are little bit simple compare to VB, so if u've worked on ASP than u can easily solve it...
 Like,  1. ?'s the use of Response.Buffer properties if we'll set it to true...

  2. By which property u can know the Browser type..
  3. Is it possible with ASP to include dynamic library..

3 Round -- Technical Interview

 Without any formalities they asked me ? u've done till now in ur previous company...n regarding that they asked me questions.... 
My interview was near about 45 mints.. They have given few situations n told me ? u'll do in these situation... they r simply testing 
ur communication skills n how can u handle the situation... So, regarding situation think before speaking... n also try make Eye 
contact that's the important thing never forget .... Every person have there own thoughts... so give ur answer in a general way not 
according to ur-self
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